Blues Festival - a financial loss

by Bob Higgins

The Student Union suffered a $6000 loss on the Midwest Blues Festival held on campus during the past weekend, Bob Brinkman, S.U. announcer yesterday.

Brinkman, the Cultural Arts Commissioner, attributed the loss to a number of factors. Citing the fact that "he had anticipated a loss of $3000 to $3000 and perhaps as much as $3000." the program director emphasized that he did not feel that conflicting events caused the poor turnout.

Brinkman mentioned publicity as at least one of the factors in the festival's failure. He felt that "Many people were unaware of the quality of the performers, especially Howling Wolf." Scheduling a performance for Sunday afternoon instead of Sunday evening was another mistake, the Commissioner added.

Student Union Director Bill McGrath and Associate CAC Commissioner Tom Vannucci agreed with Brinkman's appraisal of the reason for the lack of success of the Festival.

McGrath called the effect of other events on campus "minimal." Emphasizing the fact that the largest crowd gathered in St. Patrick's Center on Saturday night when the Blues Festival was in direct competition with the Fifth Dimension Concert.

Vannucci and McGrath both felt that publicity was good noting that every college north of 60 miles was contacted, but both were disappointed with the out-of-town turnout.

The Associate Commissioner felt that the primary reason for the lack of interest in the campus was that "Students here are not well acquainted with the Blues, they are more rock-oriented." He also pointed out that the cost may have been prohibitive to some.

In reaction to questions about the cost of the Festival, Brinkman pointed out that the proposal was "possibly too good." He mentioned as possibilities for the future the reduction of the overall scope of the Festival, and consequently a reduction in ticket prices.

Howlin' Wolf

A great show, but it cost...

Fund swamped by hall requests

by Ed Ellis

Observer Associate Editor

A variety of requests ranging from hallway carpeting in Holy Cross Hall to coffee and donuts in SMC brought the total money requested by the halls from the Student Government Student Life Fund Committee to $96,619.15, according to committee chairman Pritz Hoefler.

The total available to the halls amounted to $10,000, and the committee made its final allocations in a closed meeting last night. In the process, the committee cut almost $17,000.00 from the requests. The Committee, Hoefler said, plans to reveal the allocations to the eighteen halls which will put in requests and to the public at the Hall President's Council meeting tonight.

Committee member and Stay Senator T.C. Treanor said that the funds were distributed "to satisfy the most urgent needs first." "The Committee, according to Treanor, gave first priority to "questions of hall livability."

"We wanted generally to make the halls better places in which to live," Treanor said, "and in some of them it was so noisy you couldn't even sleep." This specific criteria, Treanor said, was used in the case of Holy Cross, the only hall in the campus that was swamped in its hallways.

The second priority, Treanor said, was to assure halls of "functional study rooms." According to Hoefler, many halls requested money for study rooms, including Biren, Breen-Phillips, and Dillon.

The third major priority was that of functional lounges. Halls requesting money for lounges include Stanford, Fisher, Zahm, and Farley.

Farley Hall presented a comprehensive plan to develop a section of their basement that was recently vacated by the Biology Department.

Several other priorities included academic and social programs for the hall, attractive, rather than functional, study and recreation rooms, and hall government offices. None of these criteria were used, however, since limited funds required funding for only the first three criteria.

In assessing the validity of the requests, members of the committee visited the halls in question. According to Stay Senator Jim Clarke, the committee visited Zahm, Farley, B.P., Howard, Morrissey, Walsh, St. Ed's, Lyons, and a few others.

According to John Drost, Off-Campus Commissioner, the committee "was forced to cut $17,000 from the requests, only $4,000 of which you could say was really totally unnecessary."

In addition to the dispersal of the $10,000, the committee found some questionable University space utilization procedures. In Fisher Hall, there are half of President Carmen Maciarelli described as "three big doubles on the second, third, and fourth floors" which are used for visiting faculty and priests. Maciarelli feels that these rooms, which he says are unoccupied most of the year, should be turned into lounges. He says these are badly needed in Fisher, since it is a hall composed mostly of singles. Right now, the hall has no control over these rooms, according to Maciarelli.

Holy Cross is the only hall without carpeting on the hallways. According to members of the committee, this results in a noisy atmosphere. The hall has never been carpeted because it belongs to the C.S.C. order, and neither the University nor the order is willing to pay to carpet it.

Practical applications block SMC parietals

There are no conflicts over the philosophy of the SMC's Hall Parietal hours proposal due to be presented at tonight's Student Affairs Council meeting only the practical applications, according to SMC Student Body President Kathy Barlow.

The proposal, presented at the last Student Affairs Council meeting, revolves around two major rights of the residents, according to Miss Barlow.

The two rights, she claimed, are the right of one woman to determine her own life style and the right of another woman to privacy, which would include freedom from possible embarrassment and excessive noise.

Darlene Gallina, co-sponsor of the proposal, pointed out the possibility of conflict in the interpretation of these rights.

"Such differences can only be resolved within a system that promotes personal, mature dealings and interpretations of these rights," Gallina said.

Miss Barlow noted a recent parietal survey, which showed the majority of student opinion favoring a great increase in the amount of parietal hours as justified in their sight.

Each floor she said, has a different physical set-up, and necessitates the general policy of allowing each hall determining its own hours.

Placing parietals jurisdiction on the halls will increase the sense of community, Miss Barlow stated, and make the dorms places to live, as well as to drop books.

Kathy Barlow

No fundamental conflict in philosophy...

One of the reasons hall communities are not well formed, she added, is because the decision making process was kept from them.

"The whole point," Miss Gallina said, "is that the persons who are directly affected by a rule thing should be the ones making the decision."

If the proposal is passed by the SAC the proposal must go before the Board of Trustees or a meeting of its Executive Board.
Meal checking continues

by Jodi Campbell

The incidences of meal-validation forgery appears to have decreased, but the current policy of checking numbers will continue "indefinitely," according to food services director Edmund T. Price.

"We're not getting too much abuse since we began checking into it," Price said.

The crackdown, according to Price, is designed to protect the interest of the "paying student." Those using forged stickers were "cheating their fellow students, not me, because it isn't my money," Price said. Price speculated that "there has to be some collusion" between on- and off-campus students in order to obtain the forged stickers.

Under the current policy, if a student is caught with someone else's ID, the ID will be confiscated and sent to the Dean's office. The owner must pay a fine of $10 before the University will return his ID.

Price concluded by stating that the food service is looking for some other means of validating student ID's that would make the ID more difficult to copy.

St. Mary's students haven't been suing forged co-exchange tickets, according to Price. The problem would be more likely to arise on the St. Mary's end, because more Notre Dame students than St. Mary's students desire co-exchange tickets.

Price reported that he has accepted some excuses for the use of someone else's ID but "if it is an out and out fraud I don't fool around with them."

The organizers of the charity basketball game pitting the Notre Dame varsity against the freshman squad need student volunteers. The volunteers are needed to take tickets, man the concession stands, usher, and distribute the goods that are collected.

The donated items will be distributed on Tuesday, November 23. The goods are to be distributed between 1:30 and 2:30 in the afternoon and student drivers who would be willing to deliver the goods are needed. Interested drivers should contact Jim Brogan at 8451.

Also, students who cannot attend the game, but who are willing to donate canned food, used clothing, toys, etc. can drop the goods off at the student government office Wednesday through Monday from 1:00 until 5:00.

PHILLY CLUB
Thanksgiving Bus
Round trip $33
Reservations must be made before Nov. 17
for info or reservations call Rich 1638

CLASSICAL RECORD S
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED L.P. ALBUMS

PRICE $1.79

Notre Dame Bookstore

Orpheus in the Underworld
Friday, Saturday, Sunday Evenings
November 19, 20, 21
Morris Civic Auditorium

A comic opera with an all-city cast. Sponsored by the Michiana Arts and Science Council.

Tickets: $4, $3, $2
Available at box office

...and saves you money.

Your Student Billing Card is yours at no cost at the Indiana Bell Business Office. So, if you live in a dorm you can make long distance calls from your room simply by telling the operator your card number.

Calling by Student Billing Card eliminates the 25-cent additional charge made on every station-to-station "collect" call within Indiana.

If you're a dorm resident, get your card now!
Use of hard drugs rare on ND campus

by John Wick

"Very few people" on the Notre Dame campus have used cocaine or any other "hard" narcotic during the past two years, according to Ed Prezioso, Vice-Chairman of the Student Drug Information Center.

He said that the use of cocaine, LSD and mescaline is "indeed" on the rise, but contended that the drugs were "difficult to acquire," a factor which, he says, tends to "keep the numbers of people using the drugs down." "Also," he said, "they are quite expensive for the college student and is very dangerous to transport."

Prezioso also said that there were rumors of a "notorious" on the campus have used cocaine, according to Ed Prezioso, Vice-Chairman of the Student Drug Information Center. He said that the use of cocaine, LSD and mescaline is "indeed" on the rise, but contended that the drugs were "difficult to acquire," a factor which, he says, tends to "keep the numbers of people using the drugs down." "Also," he said, "they are quite expensive for the college student and is very dangerous to transport."

Prezioso also said that there were rumors of a "notorious" student at the Center are down "significantly" this fall from the spring of last year. He refused to speculate whether this is "merely a cycle," since, he said, the Center has only been open for one year.

There will "definitely" be more drug usage in February and March than there was been this fall, according to Tollaksen. He said that during the fall football season the games, the concerts and the weather keep people away from the dorms. Tollaksen predicted that the "coming cold and depressing winter months" would restrict the students to the dorms and an atmosphere which, is, he said, "more conducive" to drug usage. He also predicted that the freshmen would by then have an "increased exposure to drugs" and would be more likely to use them.

According to Prezioso, South Bend heroin has passed through "so many hands" in order to get here that "you have no idea what you may be purchasing." "Very few people know" how many ND students use drugs, according to Tollaksen of the Drug Information Center. "A guy that you see on the quad may say that 80 per cent of the students smoke up on weekends." He contended that this notion was "false."

Tollaksen said that the number of requests at the Center are down "significantly" this fall from the spring of last year. He refused to speculate whether this is "merely a cycle," since, he said, the Center has only been open for one year.

There will "definitely" be more drug usage in February and March than there was been this fall, according to Tollaksen. He said that during the fall football season the games, the concerts and the weather keep people away from the dorms. Tollaksen predicted that the "coming cold and depressing winter months" would restrict the students to the dorms and an atmosphere which, is, he said, "more conducive" to drug usage. He also predicted that the freshmen would by then have an "increased exposure to drugs" and would be more likely to use them.

According to Prezioso, South Bend heroin has passed through "so many hands" in order to get here that "you have no idea what you may be purchasing." "Very few people know" how many ND students use drugs, according to Tollaksen of the Drug Information Center. "A guy that you see on the quad may say that 80 per cent of the students smoke up on weekends." He contended that this notion was "false."

Tollaksen said that the number of requests at the Center are down "significantly" this fall from the spring of last year. He refused to speculate whether this is "merely a cycle," since, he said, the Center has only been open for one year.

There will "definitely" be more drug usage in February and March than there was been this fall, according to Tollaksen. He said that during the fall football season the games, the concerts and the weather keep people away from the dorms. Tollaksen predicted that the "coming cold and depressing winter months" would restrict the students to the dorms and an atmosphere which, is, he said, "more conducive" to drug usage. He also predicted that the freshmen would by then have an "increased exposure to drugs" and would be more likely to use them.
Pass it!

Once burned, twice shy, the old cliche goes. It's true though: most people who try to convince others that the idea they have, an idea that is the greatest idea that absolutely ever was, and who get turned down, usually don't try again. Likewise with those who watch associates push an idea they agree with and watch these same associates be refused, flatly.

That's why it's so encouraging to see the St. Mary's Student Government push a policy that is rapidly fading into obscurity over at Notre Dame.

The policy is remarkably similar to one that the honorable John Barkett, Notre Dame Student Body President, and the eminent Theodore M. Hesburgh, vicar of all Notre Dame have publicly proclaimed that they are sick of talking about. The entire Parietals issue, one suspects, has died an unmourned death among the Notre Dame Student body as well.

That the St. Mary's Student Government, under the leadership of Kathy Barlow, should be trying to get a policy past that has already been rejected by Notre Dame's Privy Council is both remarkable and welcome because St. Mary's traditionally has a history of being even more reactionary than Notre Dame—if that's possible. Welcome because the St. Mary's people are displaying strong initiative in refusing to follow Notre Dame's lead in dropping the entire affair. We said earlier that we didn't think the parietals issue was the parricides issue any more—the parrictals issue at Notre Dame that is. The Trustees, screech and holler as they may about violations, obviously have no intentions of following through with strict enforcement.

The only hours allowed at St. Mary's presently are on Sunday afternoon—skimpy fare indeed. They are the same hours for every hall on campus, regardless of what the particular residents want.

That's one of the reasons the St. Mary's proposal is a good one—it allows the halls to determine their own hours—without having them imposed from above. It's a good proposal and it should be passed. We think the members of the Student Affairs Council should do so.

Letters

Editor:
To The Observer Editorial Staff:

The Student's Responsibility Project (better known as "Parietal Proposal") will be either accepted or rejected this coming Tuesday, November 16th, by the Student Affairs Council at St. Mary's. Darlene Fallina, Mary Kay Tobin, and I drew up this proposal, it is our hope that the Observer will give this issue front page exposure urging students to attend the meeting. This proposal not only is significant to SMC students, it will help play a part in the mergered student affairs policy after the unification. A large turnout will certainly impress Sr. Alma who chairs the council.

Unlike the poor leadership at ND, St. Mary's SBP Kathy Barlow has done a terrific job in not only presenting the proposal, but in making the members of the council realize that individual responsibility and self determination (the college or the trustees) should govern a student's life.

It is unfortunate that your newspaper (notice I didn't say the students' newspaper) has continually exposed John Barkett and his opinions while ignoring the more forceful, sensitive, and sincere Kathy Barlow. I therefore call for equal time for Miss Barlow to express her views on campus issues, and I hope that Miss Barlow would appoint some of The Observer staff to her cabinet also so that she will receive coverage in the future.

Gary J. Caruso
SMC Student Assembly
Representative-at-Large

November 9, 1971
Letter to the Editor
THE OBSERVER
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

Friends:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many people who aided in the collection for Pakistan Relief on November 3rd. This would include the unrecorded contributors by THE OBSERVER of the situation in Pakistan-India and of the college community who attempted at Notre Dame. Our sincere appreciation is expressed to approximately 130 students who took part on that evening to solicit funds for the relief effort from the resident student body and to the students who denied themselves so far of pleasure by donating.

My particular thanks to Msrs: Glen Corso, T.C.Treasor, and Rick Smith, without whose diligent and conscientious efforts our attempts at information dissemination on the ND-SMC issues would have been much more difficult, if not entirely futile.

The final tally of monies collected has risen to $2,548.49. This figure represents all the ND-SMC residence halls, donations received from off-campus students when university directories were obtained, the selfless gifts of anonymous donors, and at least one Notre Dame professor whose check was for a staffing amount. In addition, the figure includes $460.33 which was donated by the many people who attended Friday night's CAT STEVENS CONCERT. Don Moony, Student Union Social Commissioner, deserves many thanks for arranging the collection at the concert.

All concerned can be assured that their donations will be extended to an international and reliable relief organization. Last minute decisions are now finalizing the designation of one such organization. The funds represent a manger, but helpful, assist in the alleviation of deprivation and starvation in that Asian sector.

Again, our thanks to everyone concerned.

Yours for Peace,
Thomas S. Hamilton
Pakistan Relief Center

Dr. Geoffrey

Professor Syed J. Iqbal Geoffrey has been in and out of campus news the last seven months because of damages and humiliation due to his practices against St. Mary's and Notre Dame. His basic claim is that they have refused to hire or even consider him for an academic, administrative or executive position on the basis of his race and creed.

The Pakistan native says he is a Black Muslim, Semite and direct descendent of the prophet Muhammad. He also claims to be more qualified, and deserving than any appointee at Notre Dame in the last four years. On his list of credentials, which is almost as long as the credit card mend in the American Express commercial, are: qualified academic, author, historian, published poet, economist, management consultant, holder of the equivalent of three PhD's, human rights attorney at the United Nations 1965-67, visiting professor of art at St. Mary's from September 1967 to June 1968 and nomination for distinguished professorship while at St. Mary's. The list accounts for all the time we talk with Geoffrey. One must wonder what he has been doing since 1967 other than spending his time trying to get a job at DuLac.

Last May Geoffrey threatened to sue the people across the road, but settled with filing a complaint with the South Bend Human Relations and Fair Practice Commission. In the complaint he said he could produce "circuitmational and documentary evidence." In an interview with the Observer Geoffrey stated: "They don't have a leg to stand on. Personal glory means nothing to me, for I would rather be remembered as a man who stood fast for what I believed in."

In October, apparently motivated by the merger, Geoffrey filed another complaint with the South Bend office against Notre Dame and claimed that he was "refused a job at DuLac because of race, national origin and color and that all appointees in the last four years are less qualified and deserving than he.

St. Mary's was notified of and acknowledged the first complaint. Notre Dame has not been notified of the last two. Neither institution has been named in a law suit.

Will this ever end, Mr. Geoffrey? You have made your claims against the Notre Dame and St. Mary's, and have stated that you are able to prove them on circumstantial and documented evidence. If you are so sure of your case, it would be easy to get your desired position along with the $10 million damages you claim against Fr. Hesburgh and Notre Dame.

If your facts are true we want to know them. Notre Dame by its very nature as an academic and Christian institution has no right to deny you a position, especially when his president is chairman of the Civil Rights Commission.
adoulette huxtable

Second non-fable. In Chicago, a fine bronze plaque at the base of a huge new dumbbell-shaped, 250-story office tower, finally the Bank of America Building unveiled by Mayor Daley, who paid tribute to Chicago as the birthplace of the modern skyscraper. Unfortunately, there weren’t any early skyscrapers left. Just on the plaque were the demolished Chicago landmarks of Louis Sullivan and his colleagues, including the Stock Exchange, the Monadnock Building, the old Garrick Theater, the Stock Exchange, the public outcry had resulted in a feasibility study and proposed zoning are now, I think, the buildings of the Chicago school. The Stock Exchange story is true, and the open theatre: human drama of the new freeway link is unfeasible, since there was just going ahead. The road will be a total environmental damage, but with the added fumes of chemical spray has been used. The road is real, proposed and backed by Congress, unfortunately, there wasn’t any necessary. The road is a giant environmental fable—telling license. The road is real, proposed and backed by Congress, unfortunately, there wasn’t any necessary. The road is a giant environmental fable—telling license. The road is real, proposed and backed by Congress, unfortunately, there wasn’t any necessary. The road is a giant environment...
IF YOU THINK EUROPE WAS CHEAP THIS SUMMER, YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

$190

These are just some of TWA's low round trip fares for youths between the ages of 12 and 25.
Who knows how much longer they'll be in effect, so for more details call TWA.
And to help you save money when you're on vacation, send for TWA's new Getaway* Kit.
It's free and it will tell you where you can get...

BED, BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING FOR ONLY $4.30 A DAY.

Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass.* It is a book of vouchers you can buy for 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. days for just $4.30 a day.
Each voucher entitles you to a bed, breakfast and sightseeing in 50 European Cities. No advance reservations necessary.
The kit also tells you where to...

RENT A CAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.

In over 15 European Cities, you can drive a car all around the city for just $3.65 a day, plus gas and 4 1/2¢ per kilometer.
And how to save money with...

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.

TWA has some of the lowest priced ski tours to Vail, Aspen, and Steamboat. Or if you want to ski the Alps, take a TWA tour. It saves you over 50% of the cost of travelling alone.
The kit also tells you how to get a...

GETAWAY CARD.

You'll receive an application blank. There's no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.
Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost everything. And then take up to two years to pay.
Now what's even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a Getaway Kit.
Just use the coupon.

TWA, P.O. Box 402, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Send all the information you have on bargain vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ______________ State ______ Zip Code _______

*Service marks shown exclusively by TWA.
Jim Dolen

The Irish Eye

Ice Chips

It was a dejected bunch of Notre Dame hockey players that left the University of North Dakota's Winter Sports Building Saturday night. The Irish, who lost, 6-3, to the Fighting Hawks in their season opening, weekend series with the Fighting Sioux on Friday night by a 5-4 score, had lost the second game, 6-5. They had traveled to North Dakota for the first time in 16 years. Notre Dame, making its WCHA debut on the road, might well have been out of it after Chicago Minors scored five goals in the first period and the Fighting Sioux added a sixth. Two plays later, John Coombe brought the ball to the one with three minutes to go.

With the entire Marauder defense playing in tight, Reams took the handoff and moved toward right end. Linebacker Dan Ryan broke through to allow Reams up, and safety Paul Breen ran to keep the ball in hand and apply to the final stop.

When Morrissey was unable to move the ball, Miller brought the team out on fourth down. Taking the snap, the junior quarterback trod cottage to the side of the one yard line and downed the ball for a Keenan safety that merely iced the victory.

J.V. icers sweep two

Notre Dame's junior varsity hockey team opened its schedule over the weekend by handing the Chicago Minor Hawks a pair of setbacks at the ACC. The Irish dumped the Hawks on Friday night by a 6-3 score and Saturday by a 3-2 overtime win.

Mike McPartlin scored two goals and added a pair of assists to lead the Irish to victory Friday. John Coombe played the hero's role Saturday, scoring the game-winner with just seven seconds left in the extra period.

The Fighting Hawks, who took a tough battle with the Hawks for 46 minutes Friday before blowing the game open in the third period. The Fighting Hawks scored as far as Gary Gallagher, McPartlin, Leo Esposto and Michael Tsubota and Marcos Ronquillo. McPartlin's goal at the one with three minutes to go.

The pride of the Dillon boys, played on an outstanding game. Middle linebacker Rich "Mr. Crunch" Sherman recovered a key fumble in the first half, and

Dillon 12 Pangborn-Fisher 9

A tie for the regular season title in League 9 resulted in this rematch of once-beaten foes. P-F opened their year with a 30-0 rout of the Fighting Hawks this past Friday to back win to the rest of their games. The Fighting Hawks won the first round but may not have a chance to return to a second.

The Fighting Hawks got on the board in the second period on a picture-perfect pass play. quarterback Frank Voelker, who had thrown a long bomb that fell right into the waiting arms of flanker Paul Michaels. The play covered 68 yards, and the Fighting Hawks were up 6-0.

The same combination accounted for the second touchdown though in not the same way. With the defensive line of Billy Noonan, Animal Cunningham, Mike Bireley, and Joey Labofcza continuing to harassing the Fighting Hawks, P-F quarterback Chuck Voelker in hurried attempts, Voelker again in desperation, only to have linebackers Eddy Carney tip the pass, watson knocking it in and race 42 yards back to the P-F 39-yard line for the touchdown. On the next play, Grinnel passed, followed guard Danny Maddock, broke the full back the final yard for the score.

Not only the line kept the Icers to one point on Friday, but Notre Dame's sailors captured the Ancient Memorial Regatta last weekend at the Columbia Yacht Club on Lake Michigan.

Bruce Merrick crowed for Hoyt and Jeff Grant for Fighting Sioux. Notre Dame, with Ed "Hugo" Ragoni, Keith Gav, Wiillison, Hoyt, and Will Donelan as skippers, had defeated Oshkosh the previous weekend in a three-team race on Lake McVicre at the U of Iowa.

Chis Nedau and Tom Matthes served as crew as the Irish sailors posted low score of 31 and three-fourths, well ahead of Oshkosh, which scored 42 and three-fourths and Iowa, which trailed with 43 and three-fourths.

Notre Dame's sailors captured third place in the area "C" eliminations for the Ancient Regatta, which last weekend at the Columbia Yacht Club on Lake Michigan.

Sailors finish third

Ryan leads grappling squad

by Pete Winkler '75

Midway through November when most eyes are still turned towards the football field, a small group of athletes are preparing for their annual meet. Those two days of wrestle-offs, last Thursday and Friday, the 1971-72 Notre Dame wrestling team was beginning to take shape.

In the 145 pound class, team captain Ken Ryan is firmly established as one of the best Notre Dame wrestlers. He finished second in the opening game of the series and tallied three more times in the second game.

"I hope line certainly did a nice job," Smith commented. "I was a little bit disappointed that the other lines didn't score too well. We're going to experiment with a couple of line changes this week in practice." Smith will be working his charges hard this week to make sure they look sharp for their first home ice appearance this weekend against another WCHA foe, Colorado College. The Irish take on the Buffaloes Friday night at 7:45 and Saturday afternoon at 2:00.

The Irish are the point leader in the conference with a 3-2-0 record, though in not the same way. With the defensive line of Billy Noonan, Animal Cunningham, Mike Bireley, and Joey Labofcza continuing to harassing the Fighting Hawks, P-F quarterback Chuck Voelker in hurried attempts, Voelker again in desperation, only to have linebackers Eddy Carney tip the pass, watson knocking it in and race 42 yards back to the P-F 39-yard line for the touchdown. On the next play, Grinnel passed, followed guard Danny Maddock, broke the full back the final yard for the score.

Not only the line kept the Icers to one point on Friday, but Notre Dame's sailors captured the Ancient Memorial Regatta last weekend at the Columbia Yacht Club on Lake Michigan.

Bruce Merrick crowed for Hoyt and Jeff Grant for Fighting Sioux. Notre Dame, with Ed "Hugo" Ragoni, Keith Gav, Wiillison, Hoyt, and Will Donelan as skippers, had defeated Oshkosh the previous weekend in a three-team race on Lake McVicre at the U of Iowa.

Chis Nedau and Tom Matthes served as crew as the Irish sailors posted low score of 31 and three-fourths, well ahead of Oshkosh, which scored 42 and three-fourths and Iowa, which trailed with 43 and three-fourths.

Dollar ice tic to be sold Sat.

Notre Dame and St. Mary's students interested in attending Saturday afternoon's hockey game between the Fighting Irish and Colorado College may obtain seats by purchasing a seat ticket for $1. Notre Dame's ticket manager, Don Bouffard, announced yesterday that any child accompanied by an adult may also purchase a $2 reserved seat for $1. The opening facedoff Saturday is set for 2 p.m.

Ryan leads grappling squad

by Pete Winkler '75

Midway through November when most eyes are still turned towards the football field, a small group of athletes are preparing for their annual meet. Those two days of wrestle-offs, last Thursday and Friday, the 1971-72 Notre Dame wrestling team was beginning to take shape.

In the 145 pound class, team captain Ken Ryan is firmly established as one of the best Notre Dame wrestlers. He finished second in the opening game of the series and tallied three more times in the second game.

"I hope line certainly did a nice job," Smith commented. "I was a little bit disappointed that the other lines didn't score too well. We're going to experiment with a couple of line changes this week in practice." Smith will be working his charges hard this week to make sure they look sharp for their first home ice appearance this weekend against another WCHA foe, Colorado College. The Irish take on the Buffaloes Friday night at 7:45 and Saturday afternoon at 2:00.
Notre Dame but instead given a year limit without being granted "tri-ble.

obtaining Notre Dame tenure. The trial period will be within the faculty, coming from a small work.

rules, to which Eliel said.

rules, from which professors this year won't be bothered by the borderline ones who will be in danger," he con-

suggested that most professors won't be bothered by the borderline ones who will be in danger, "It is a mutually unfortunate situation. These financial snags could have been anticipated, but apparently some people were so realistic that they could be ironed out in a short time."

By AAUP rules Tenure cannot be granted by Joe Tannock Notre Dame can grant tenure to SMG professors this year without merging financially and academically, but by doing so it will break the American Association of University Professors, according to Prof. John A. Boye, president of the Notre Dame chapter of the AAUP.

The AAUP rules, to which St. Mary's adheres, state that after six years of service at a certain college a faculty member must be either tenured or fired. Notre Dame decides on SMG tenure, Eliel predicted that many SMG profs now without tenure will not be given that privilege by Notre Dame but instead given a "trial period" of 3-5 years. If St. Mary's and Notre Dame remain separate, some professors will go over this six year limit without being granted tenure, according to Eliel. If the merger goes through this year, however, the profs will be transfered to Notre Dame and the trial period will be within AAUP rules, Eliel said. Eliel predicted that some SMG profs will have much difficulty in obtaining Notre Dame tenure. He suggested that most SMG professors emphasize teaching more than they do their research, but at ND importance is put on both. Eliel stressed that the school is becoming more political. Among others he has published has been the book "Soviet Strategy at the Crossroads and Soviet Power in Europe: 1945-1970. Since the RAND Corporation is a Defense Department think tank which studies and consults on National Security and Defense problems and strategies.

The problem Eliel argued, is made worse by what he saw as a current market surplus of college professors. Since jobs are scarcer to come by, he said tenure becomes more and more valuable. "The really good professors won't be bothered by this, but the borderline men who will be in danger," he con-

professors this year are needed: Ride to Pittsburgh Nov. 20. Ca II Carol Dept. 15071, San Diego, CA.

Mr. Wolfe, Senior Staff Member of the RAND Corporation, will speak this af-

Afternoon at the Library Auditorium on the subject of "The Problems of Russia Today and in the Future." The lecture is being sponsored by the AFROTC Cadet group as part of the Air Force Lecture Series and will be presented at 4:30. The lecture is open to the public.

Mr. Wolfe has done extensive work in Soviet Military and Political structures. Among others he has published has been the book "Soviet Strategy at the Crossroads and Soviet Power in Europe: 1945-1970. Since the RAND Corporation is a Defense Department think tank which studies and consults on National Security and Defense problems and strategies."
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